Introduction
Mutual cooperation of companies UJP PRAHA a.s. and PBS Velká Bíteš a.s. in the study of mechanical properties of nickel alloys has a long tradition. IN738LC is a nickel-base casting alloy developed for applications requiring high strength at elevated temperatures in range of 700-1000°C. Its balanced composition provides an excellent combination of tensile and creep-rupture properties as a result of gamma-prime strengthening enhanced by solid solution and grain-boundary strengthening.
The IN738LC alloy is used primarily for investment cast gas turbine blades. Recently, different customers demand different weight of castings hence different conditions during solidifying and cooling of the castings arise, resulting in different castings microstructure. When approving the castings, mechanical values are measured by tensile test on test bodies made from the cast blade roots. This work investigates mechanical properties casting structure correlations, particularly with grain size, casting defects and carbides.
Experimental
The chemical composition of the IN738LC alloy melt used is given in Table 1 . Castings were vacuum investment cast in PBS Velká Bíteš foundry. Two groups of castings were examined. First one from the roots of different blades, the other one from separately cast small light and rapidly cooled casting. Experimental work consisted of tensile test at room temperature and consequent metallographic (light metallography -LM) and fractographic analysis (scanning electron microscopy -SEM). Grain size, amount of carbides and casting voids were determined. Vicker's hardness HV10 was measured as well.
Results
Experimental results of different castings are given in Table 2 . 
Discussion
Results show that mechanical properties can differ significantly according to casting condition. Some important correlations can be found of measured properties. Correlation of yield strength on Vicker's hardness and rupture strength on grain size are most important. The second correlation is in good agreement with Hall-Petch equation [1] . Great influence of casting void fraction on elongation and yield strength were found. Since connection between voids and elongation is clear, connection of voids and yield strength needs further discussion. Presence of large void fraction can be result of faster solidifying and cooling. Under these conditions smaller grain size and gammaprime phase particle arise, which have positive influence on yield strength [2] . Hence precipitation of gamma-prime phase has to be investigated in future.
Similar differences in mechanical properties of castings with different solidifying and cooling conditions were observed in literature [3] .
Conclusion
Different IN738LC nickel superalloy castings with different microstructure were investigated. It was shown, that room temperature tensile properties are influenced by castings microstructure and thus solidifying and cooling conditions.
